Word Jumbles

What occurs once in a minute, twice in a moment, but never in a thousand years? The letter M.

Unscramble and rewrite the jumbled word on the line provided.

1. DNIB  BIND
2. EVIG  GIVE
3. EKAM  MAKE
4. DLOH  HOLD
5. TIS    SIT
6. WORHT THROW
7. EDIR  RIDE
8. HCTAC CATCH
9. PEELS SLEEP
10. ESIR RISE
11. EVIRD DRIVE
12. GNILC CLING
13. EES   SEE
14. DAERFOORP PROOFREAD
15. TOOHS SHOOT
16. RAEH HEAR
17. YAL LAY
18. TEG GET
19. YUB BUY
20. WONK KNOW
21. DAERT TREAD
22. ENIHS SHINE
23. ODTUO OUTDO
24. GNIRB BRING
25. THGIL LIGHT

bind  give  outdo  sit
bring hear  proofread  sleep
buy   hold  ride  throw
catch know  rise  tread
cling lay  see  
drive light  shine
get   make  shoot